L-Ascorbic acid see ASCORBIC ACID
L-Dopa see LEVODOPA
L-Glucose see GLUCOSE
Labelling, drug see DRUG LABELLING
Labelling, food see FOOD LABELLING
Labelling, product see PRODUCT LABELLING
Labhart-Willi syndrome see PRADER-WILLI SYNDROME
Labhart-Willi-Prader-Fanconi syndrome see PRADER-WILLI SYNDROME

LABORATORIES
Safety
Pathology laboratory services
See related CLINICAL LABORATORY TECHNIQUES

LABORATORIES, DENTAL

LABORATORIES, HOSPITAL

Laboratories, public health see PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY SERVICE

LABORATORY ANIMAL SCIENCE
See related ANIMALS, LABORATORY

Laboratory animals see ANIMALS, LABORATORY
Laboratory assistants see MEDICAL LABORATORY PERSONNEL

LABORATORY CHEMICALS
See related CULTURE MEDIA; INDICATORS AND REAGENTS

Laboratory diagnosis see CLINICAL LABORATORY TECHNIQUES
Laboratory examinations and diagnoses see CLINICAL LABORATORY TECHNIQUES

LABORATORY INFECTION

Laboratory information systems see CLINICAL LABORATORY INFORMATION SYSTEMS

LABORATORY MANUALS
Embryology
Histology
Immunology
Medical physics
Toxicology
See related MANUALS AS TOPIC

Laboratory personnel see MEDICAL LABORATORY PERSONNEL
Laboratory procedures see CLINICAL LABORATORY TECHNIQUES
Laboratory research see RESEARCH
Laboratory safety see SAFETY
Laboratory scientists see MEDICAL LABORATORY PERSONNEL QY21
Laboratory technicians see LABORATORY PERSONNEL QY21
Laboratory techniques and procedures see CLINICAL LABORATORY TECHNIQUES QY90-450
Laboratory techniques, clinical see CLINICAL LABORATORY TECHNIQUES QY90-450
Labour see LABOUR, OBSTETRIC WQ300-60
Labour complications see OBSTETRIC LABOUR COMPLICATIONS WQ310
Labour, first stage see LABOUR STAGE, FIRST WQ300
Labour force see EMPLOYMENT HM227
Labour migration see TRANSIENTS AND MIGRANTS HM268

LABOUR, INDUCED
See related OXYTOCICS WQ309

LABOUR, OBSTETRIC WQ300-60
Birth attendants WQ304
Home births WQ302
Positions and conditions (includes delivery in water, birthing stools etc) WQ308
See related DELIVERY, OBSTETRIC; FOETAL MONITORING; NATURAL CHILDBIRTH; OBSTETRIC LABOUR COMPLICATIONS; OXYTOCICS

LABOUR PAIN WQ306
Labour, premature see OBSTETRIC LABOUR, PREMATURE WQ330

LABOUR PRESENTATION WQ307
See related DELIVERY, OBSTETRIC

Labour presentation, breech see BREECH PRESENTATION WQ307
Labour, second stage see LABOUR STAGE, SECOND WQ312

LABOUR STAGE, FIRST WQ300
LABOUR STAGE, SECOND WQ312
LABOUR STAGE, THIRD WQ312

Labour, third stage see LABOUR STAGE, THIRD WQ312

LABOUR UNIONS WX452
See related COLLECTIVE BARGAINING; EMPLOYMENT; STRIKES, EMPLOYEE

Labyrinth see EAR, INNER WV550
LABYRINTH DISEASES WV552-58
See related COCHLEA DISEASES; LABYRINTHITIS; VESTIBULAR DISEASES
LABYRINTHITIS WV552
See related LABYRINTH DISEASES
LACERATIONS
See related WOUNDS AND INJURIES

Lack of co-ordination see ATAXIA

LACRIMAL APPARATUS
See related EXOCRINE GLANDS

LACRIMAL APPARATUS DISEASES
See related DRY EYE SYNDROMES

Lacrimal gland see LACRIMAL APPARATUS

LACTATION
Care of breasts
Disorders of lactation
See related BREAST; BREAST FEEDING; COLOSTRUM; MILK; MILK, HUMAN

Lactation, prolonged see LACTATION

LACTONES

LACTOSE

LACTOSE INTOLERANCE
See related MALABSORPTION SYNDROMES

Lactose malabsorption see LACTOSE INTOLERANCE

Lacunar dementia see DEMENTIA, MULTI-INFARCT

Laminar air-flow areas see ENVIRONMENT, CONTROLLED

LAN see LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

Land holding see OWNERSHIP

Land tenure see SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

Landscape gardening see GARDENING

Landscaping, hospital see MAINTENANCE AND ENGINEERING, HOSPITAL

Langerhans, Islets of see ISLETS OF LANGERHANS

LANGUAGE
Artificial language e.g. Esperanto
English language, including for overseas staff
Germanic and Scandinavian
Latin
Psychology
Romance languages e.g. French, Italian, Spanish

See related PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES; SIGN LANGUAGE

Language and speech disorder rehabilitation see REHABILITATION OF SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISORDERS

LANGUAGE ARTS
In psychiatrists
Language, artificial see LANGUAGE

Language, body see KINESICS

Language delay see LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DISORDERS

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
See related PSYCHOLINGUISTICS; SPEECH

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DISORDERS

LANGUAGE DISORDERS
See related COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS; SPEECH DISORDERS; VERBAL BEHAVIOUR; VERBAL LEARNING

Language disorders, acquired see LANGUAGE DISORDERS

Language disorders, developmental see LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT DISORDERS

Language pathology see SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY

LANGUAGE TESTS
Education
Social psychology

LANGUAGE THERAPY

Language training see LANGUAGE THERAPY

Languages, computer programming see PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

Lanugo see HAIR

Laparoscopic surgery see LAPAROSCOPY

LAPAROSCOPY
Anaesthesia for laparoscopic surgery
Laparoscopic surgical procedures

See related ENDOSCOPY; PERITONEUM

Laptop computers see MICROCOMPUTERS

Large intestine see INTESTINE, LARGE

LARVA

Larvae see LARVA

Laryngeal cancer see LARYNGEAL NEOPLASMS

LARYNGEAL DISEASES
See related LARYNGITIS; LARYNGOSTENOSIS; OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC DISEASES; VOICE DISORDERS

Laryngeal mask airways see LARYNGEAL MASKS

LARYNGEAL MASKS
See related MASKS
LARYNGEAL NEOPLASMS
See related OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC NEOPLASMS

LARYNGEAL NERVES
See related OTORHINOLARYNGOLOGIC NEUROLOGY

Laryngeal perichondritis see LARYNGEAL DISEASES
Laryngeal prosthesis see LARYNX, ARTIFICIAL

LARYNGETECTOMY
See related SPEECH ALARYNGEAL; LARYNX, ARTIFICIAL

LARYNGITIS
See related CROUP

LARYNGOPHARYNGEAL REFLUX
See related HYPOPHARYNX

Laryngopharyngeal see HYPOPHARYNX
Laryngopharynx see HYPOPHARYNX

LARYNGOSCOPE
See related DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES, RESPIRATORY SYSTEM; ENDOSCOPY, LARYNX

LARYNGOSTENOSIS
See related LARYNGEAL DISEASES

LARYNX
See related LARYNGECTOMY; LARYNGOSCOPY

Larynx cancer see LARYNGEAL NEOPLASMS
Larynx diseases see LARYNGEAL DISEASES
Larynx neoplasms see LARYNGEAL NEOPLASMS

LARYNX, ARTIFICIAL
See related SPEECH, ALARYNGEAL

Laser angioplasty see ANGIOPLASTY, LASER
Laser biostimulation see LASER THERAPY, LOW LEVEL

LASER COAGULATION
See related DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES, CARDIOVASCULAR

Laser in-situ keratomileusis see KERATOMILEUSIS, LASER IN-SITU
Laser intrastromal keratomileusis see KERATOMILEUSIS, LASER IN-SITU
Laser irradiation, low-power see LASER THERAPY, LOW-LEVEL
Laser knife see LASER THERAPY
Laser scalpel see LASER THERAPY WO225

Laser surgery see LASER THERAPY WO225

LASER THERAPY
In cancer QZ743
Ophthalmology WW265
In physiotherapy WB480
Skin disease WR640
See related ANGIOPLASTY, LASER; LASER COAGULATION; LASER THERAPY, LOW-LEVEL

LASER THERAPY, LOW-LEVEL (WB365)
In physiotherapy WB480
See related PHOTOTHERAPY

Laser thermocoagulation see LASER COAGULATION WO225

LASERS WN430-8
See related LASER COAGULATION; LASER THERAPY; LASER THERAPY, LOW-LEVEL

LASIK see KERATOMILEUSIS, LASER IN-SITU WW420

LASSA FEVER WC534

Lassitude see FATIGUE

Late diagnosis see DELAYED DIAGNOSIS WB141

Last trimester see PREGNANCY TRIMESTER, THIRD WQ200

Late onset Alzheimer disease see ALZHEIMER DISEASE WM221

Late onset dementia see DEMENTIA WM221

Late onset disorders see AGE OF ONSET

Late onset Huntington disease see HUNTINGTON DISEASE WL320-2

Late post-traumatic seizures see EPILEPSY, POST-TRAUMATIC WL468

Latent schizophrenia see SCHIZOTYPAL PERSONALITY DISORDER WM203

Laterality see FUNCTIONAL LATERALITY WL716

Latex allergy see LATEX HYPERSENSITIVITY WD305

LATEX HYPERSENSITIVITY
Cutaneous WR185
See related HYPERSENSITIVITY, IMMEDIATE WD305

LATIN AMERICA G

Latin language see LANGUAGE PA

Latrines see TOILET FACILITIES W60

Laughing gas see NITROUS OXIDE QU54
LAUGHTER          WLM260
See related EMOTIONS; LAUGHTER THERAPY; NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION; WIT AND HUMOUR AS TOPIC

LAUGHTER THERAPY         WB825
See related LAUGHTER; MIND-BODY THERAPIES; WIT AND HUMOUR AS TOPIC

LAUNDERING          WX538

LAUNDRY SERVICE, HOSPITAL       WX538
See related BEDDING AND LINENS
LAV antibodies see HIV ANTIBODIES WC174
LAV-2 see HIV-2 QW168
LAV-HTLV-III see HIV QW168
Law see JURISPRUDENCE J9

LAW ENFORCEMENT         HM500
See related CRIMINAL LAW; FORENSIC MEDICINE; POLICE; PRISONS
Law enforcement officers see POLICE HM510
Laws see LEGISLATION K4
Laws and statutes see LEGISLATION AS TOPIC K4

LAWYERS          K4
See related JURISPRUDENCE

LAXATIVES          QV75
See related DIETARY FIBRE
Laxity, joint see JOINT INSTABILITY WE284-9
Laying-on-of-hands see THERAPEUTIC TOUCH WB855
Lazy cervix see UTERINE CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE WQ228
Lazy eye see AMBLYOPIA WW430
LD antigens see HISTOCOMPATIBILITY ANTIGENS QW573.5

LEAD          QV292
See related LEAD POISONING

LEAD POISONING          QV292

LEADERSHIP          WLM812
Interpersonal skills WX224.2
Management skills WY200
In nursing
League of Friends see HOSPITAL VOLUNTEERS WX596
Leanness see THINNESS

Learned helplessness see HELPLESSNESS, LEARNED WLM150
Learner nurses see STUDENTS, NURSING WY45

LEARNING WLM470
In childhood WS212
Methods, psychological WLM470
Neurological aspects WL704
Styles and methods L56
See related EDUCATION; LEARNING DISORDERS; MENTAL PROCESSES; PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING

Learning, computer assisted see COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION L73

Learning difficulties see LEARNING DISORDERS WS725

Learning disabilities see LEARNING DISABILITY WM800-96

LEARNING DISABILITY WM800-96
Aetiology of learning disability WM844-9
Assessment of learning disabled WM842
Care of learning disabled WM815
Education of learning disability personnel WM812
Examination & diagnosis WM841
In childhood WS600-98
Mental disorders in learning disabled WM896
Physical disease in learning disabled WM895
Snoezelen WM882
See related ABNORMALITIES, MULTIPLE; ANGELMAN SYNDROME; CHROMOSOME ABERRATIONS; CHROMOSOME DISORDERS; CRI-DU-CHAT SYNDROME; DE LANGE SYNDROME; DOWN SYNDROME; EDUCATION OF LEARNING DISABLED; FRAGILE X SYNDROME; MENTALLY DISABLED PERSONS; METABOLISM, INBORN ERRORS; PRADER-WILLI SYNDROME

Learning, distance see EDUCATION, DISTANCE L45

LEARNING DISORDERS WS725
Physically disabled children WS500
Learning disabled children WS725
See related DYSLEXIA

Learning, instrumental see CONDITIONING, OPERANT WLM485

Learning methods see LEARNING L56

Learning styles see LEARNING L56

LEASING, PROPERTY WX600
See related FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Leboyer methods see NATURAL CHILDBIRTH WQ350

Lectin, castor bean see RICIN QW630.5

Lectin, ricinus see RICIN QW630.5

Lecturing see TEACHING L60-105

LEEDS WU620
See related YORKSHIRE
Left-handedness see LATERALITY WL716

Left heart syndrome, hypoplastic see HYPOPLASTIC LEFT HEART SYNDROME WG230

Left ventricular hypertrophy see HYPERTROPHY, LEFT VENTRICULAR WG210

LEG WE715/760/870

Leg, artificial see ARTIFICIAL LIMBS WE136

LEG DERMATOSES WR156

LEG INJURIES WE715/760/870
See related ANKLE INJURIES; FEMORAL FRACTURES; FOOT INJURIES; KNEE INJURIES

LEG LENGTH INEQUALITY WE170

Leg prosthesis see ARTIFICIAL LIMBS WE136

LEG ULCER WG620
See related FOOT ULCER; VARICOSE ULCER.

Legal aspects see JURISPRUDENCE J9

Legal establishment of death see DEATH WA325

LEGAL GUARDIANS WA80
In mental disorders WM33
See related MENTAL COMPETENCY; PATIENT ADVOCACY; PATIENT RIGHTS; THIRD-PARTY CONSENT

Legal liability see LIABILITY, LEGAL

Legal medicine see FORENSIC MEDICINE WA300-40

Legal obligations see JURISPRUDENCE J9

Legal rights see CIVIL RIGHTS J8

Legal status see JURISPRUDENCE J9

LEGIONELLA QW131
See related LEGIONELLA PHNEUMOPHILA; LEGIONELLOSIS

LEGIONELLA PNEUMOPHILA QW131
Water microbiology QW80
See related LEGIONELLA; LEGIONNAIRES' DISEASE

Legionella Pneumophila infections see LEGIONNAIRES' DISEASE WF195

LEGIONELLOSIS WC200

LEGIONNAIRES' DISEASE WF195
Public health measures W44

LEGISLATION AS TOPIC K4
See related MEDICAL DEVICES LEGISLATION and below
Abortion HQ170
In cancer prevention QZ620
Cont/
Community care and community health services  

Criminal  
Disability, physical  
Education  
Employment  
Food manufacture  
Forensic psychiatry  
Health  
Housing  
Learning disability  
Libraries  
Medical  
Midwifery  
Occupational safety  
Pharmacology  
Physical disability and chronic illness  
Pollution  
Primary care  
Repealed psychiatric legislation  
Water safety and standards  

LEGISLATION, DENTAL  
See related DENTISTRY  

LEGISLATION, DRUG  
See related DRUG AND NARCOTIC CONTROL; DRUG PRESCRIPTIONS  

LEGISLATION, FOOD  

LEGISLATION, HOSPITAL  
See related MEDICINE  

LEGISLATION, MEDICAL  
See related MEDICINE  

LEGISLATION, NURSING  
See related NURSING  

LEGISLATION, PHARMACY  

Legitimacy  
LEIOMYOMA  
LEISHMANIA  
LEISHMANIASIS  
Leisure  
LEISURE ACTIVITIES  

Sociological aspects  
In learning disabilities  
Leisure therapy for learning disabled people  

Cont/
For physically disabled and chronically ill
Health aspects
As therapy

See related GARDENING; HOBBIES; HOLIDAYS; RECREATION; RELAXATION; SPORTS

Leisure facilities see LEISURE ACTIVITIES
Length of life see LONGEVITY

LENGTH OF STAY
See related HOSPITALISATION

LENS, CRYSTALLINE
See related CATARACT; CATARACT EXTRACTION; LENS SUBLUXATION; LENSES INTRAOCULAR

LENS DISEASES
See related CATARACT

Lens dislocation see LENS SUBLUXATION

LENS IMPLANTATION, INTRAOCULAR

Lens opacities see CATARACT

LENSES
See related OPTICS

Lenses, contact see CONTACT LENSES
Lenses, contact, hydrophilic see CONTACT LENSES, HYDROPHILIC

LENSES, INTRAOCULAR
See related CATARACT EXTRACTION; LENS IMPLANTATION, INTRAOCULAR

Lenses, safety see EYE PROTECTIVE DEVICES
Lenses, spectacle see EYEGLASSES
Lenticular nucleus see CORPUS STRIATUM
Lenticulostriate disorders see BASAL GANGLIA DISEASES
Lentiform nucleus see CORPUS STRIATUM

LEPROSTATIC AGENTS
See related LEPROSY

LEPROSY
See related LEPROSTATIC AGENTS; MYCOBACTERIUM INFECTIONS

Leptomeningeal cysts see ARACHNOID CYSTS

LEPTOSPIROSI S

LEPTOTHRIX

Lesbianism see HOMOSEXUALITY, FEMALE

Less-developed countries see DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
LETHARGY

Letters see CORRESPONDENCE
Leucotomy see PSYCHOSURGERY

LEUKAEMIA
Morphology
See related MYELOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDER
Leukaemia, B-cell, chronic see LEUKAEMIA, LYMPHOCYTIC, CHRONIC, B-CELL

LEUKAEMIA, HAIRY CELL
See related LYMPHOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS
Leukaemia, lymphoblastic see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA
Leukaemia, lymphoblastic acute see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA
Leukaemia, lymphocytic, acute see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA

LEUKAEMIA, LYMPHOCYTIC, CHRONIC, B-CELL

LEUKAEMIA, LYMPHOCYTIC
See related LYMPHOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS
Leukaemia, lymphoid, acute see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA

LEUKAEMIA, MONOCYTIC, ACUTE
Leukaemia, myelocytic, acute see LEUKAEMIA, MYELOID, ACUTE

LEUKAEMIA, MYELOID

LEUKAEMIA, MYELOID, ACUTE
Leukaemia, myeloid, acute, M3 see LEUKAEMIA, PROMYELOCYTIC, ACUTE
Leukaemia, myeloid, acute, M5 see LEUKAEMIA, MONOCYTIC, ACUTE
Leukaemia, myeloid, chronic see LEUKAEMIA, MYELOGENOUS, CHRONIC, BCR-ABL POSITIVE
Leukaemia, myeloid, Schilling type see LEUKAEMIA, MONOCYTIC, ACUTE

LEUKAEMIA, MYELOGENOUS, CHRONIC, BCR-ABL POSITIVE
Leukaemia, null-cell see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA

LEUKAEMIA, PROMYELOCYTIC, ACUTE
Leukaemia, progranulocytic see LEUKAEMIA, PROMYELOCYTIC, ACUTE

Leukaemic reticuloendotheliosis see LEUKAEMIA, HAIRY-CELL
LEUKAPHERESIS
Leukocyte antigens see HLA ANTIGENS
Leukocytapheresis see LEUKAPHARESIS

LEUKOCYTE DISORDERS
See related INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS

LEUKOCYTES
See related PHAGOCYTOSIS
Leukocytapheresis see LEUKAPHARESIS
Leucoencephalopathy, subcortical see DEMENTIA, VASCULAR

LEUKOPLAKIA, ORAL
Level of health see HEALTH STATUS

LEVODOPA

LEVONORGESTREL
As a contraceptive
Lewy body Parkinson disease see PARKINSON DISEASE

LIABILITY, LEGAL
Medical
Medical Defence Union
See related MALPRACTICE
Liaison nursing see CONTINUITY OF PATIENT CARE
Liaison, professional see INTERPROFESSIONAL RELATIONS
Liaison psychiatry see MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
Liaison psychiatric nursing see PSYCHIATRIC NURSING
Liberalism see POLITICS
Libertarianism see POLITICS
Liberty see FREEDOM

LIBIDO
Freudian aspects
See related INSTINCT; MOTIVATION; SEX

LIBRARIES
Academic
Audio-visual
Branch

LIBRARIANS
Mobile Z112
Postgraduate Z620
Prison Z290
Public Z500
School Z530
Special Z550
User education Z242
User surveys Z310

See related INFORMATION CENTRES; INFORMATION SERVICES

LIBRARIES, DENTAL Z600-50

LIBRARIES, DIGITAL Z552

Libraries, health science see LIBRARIES, MEDICAL Z600-50

LIBRARIES, HOSPITAL Z600-50

Patients' libraries Z270-5

See related HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION

LIBRARIES, MEDICAL Z600-50

LIBRARIES, NURSING Z625

Libraries, virtual see LIBRARIES, DIGITAL Z552

Library accreditation see LIBRARY SURVEYS Z235

LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION Z110-68

Library relocation / re-organisation Z138

LIBRARY ASSOCIATIONS Z320-5

See related SOCIETIES

LIBRARY AUTOMATION Z340

LIBRARY COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT Z360-65

Library design see FACILITY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION Z130-4

Library housekeeping see LIBRARY TECHNICAL SERVICES Z180-250

Library management systems see MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS Z340

LIBRARY MATERIALS Z360-99

Specialist categories of material Z420-95

Library planning see FACILITY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION Z130-4

Library relocation see LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION Z138

Library re-organisation see LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION Z138

LIBRARY SCHOOLS Z315

LIBRARY SCIENCE Z300-99
LIBRARY SERVICES
For the disadvantaged
Public Lending Right
See related INTERLIBRARY LOANS
Library services, technical see LIBRARY TECHNICAL SERVICES

LIBRARY SURVEYS
Evaluation

LIBRARY TECHNICAL SERVICES
Acquisition
Book binding
Cataloguing and classification
Stock control

LICE INFESTATIONS
See related LICE

LICENSURE
See related ACCREDITATION; CERTIFICATION

LICENSURE, MEDICAL

LICENSURE, NURSING

Lichen simplex chronicus see NEURODERMATITIS

Lichtheim’s sign see APHASIA

LIE DETECTION

LIFE CHANGE EVENTS
In childhood
In mental illness
See related LIFE STYLE; STRESS, PSYCHOLOGICAL

Life, existence of see FORENSIC MEDICINE

LIFE EXPECTANCY
See related LONGEVITY; VITAL STATISTICS

Life experiences see LIFE CHANGE EVENTS

Life insurance see INSURANCE, LIFE

Life islands see PATIENT ISOLATORS

Life sciences see BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE DISCIPLINES

Life span psychology see LIFE CHANGE EVENTS

Life stress see LIFE CHANGE EVENTS; STRESS, PSYCHOLOGICAL
LIFE STYLE

Health aspects W270
Sexual life style HQ300
See related HEATH BEHAVIOUR; LIFE CHANGE EVENTS; QUALITY OF LIFE; SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

Life style planning see INDEPENDENT LIVING

Life style risk reduction see RISK REDUCTION BEHAVIOUR W270
Life support, advanced cardiac see ADVANCED CARDIAC LIFE SUPPORT WD456
Life support, basic see CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION WD4546

LIFE SUPPORT CARE
See related RESUSCITATION ORDERS WB430

LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
See related ENVIRONMENT, CONTROLLED WD656-8

Life support systems, regenerative see ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS, CLOSED WD656
Life table methods see LIFE TABLES WT104

LIFE TABLES WT104

LIFTING
See related MOVING AND LIFTING PATIENTS W372

Lifts see ELEVATORS AND ESCALATORS WX600

LIGAMENTS WE288

LIGAMENTS, ARTICULAR
See related ANTERIOR CRUCIATE LIGAMENT WE288

LIGANDS QV38

LIGASES QU138

Ligation, tubal see STERILISATION, TUBAL WP690

LIGHT QC

As an aetiological agent
See related LIGHTING; PHOTIC STIMULATION; PHOTOCHEMOTHERAPY; PHOTOSENSITIVITY DISORDERS; PHOTOTHERAPY; SUNLIGHT; ULTRAVIOLET THERAPY QZ57

Light adaptation see ADAPTATION, OCULAR WW120

LIGHT COAGULATION WO225

Light-headedness see DIZZINESS WV555
Light metals see METALS, LIGHT QV275-8
Light sensitivity see PHOTOPHOBIA WR160
Light therapy see PHOTOTHERAPY

Light, visible see LIGHT QC
LIGHTING WC715
Effect on health QT230
In libraries Z134
In occupational health W358
See related ENVIRONMENT, CONTROLLED

Lightning attacks see SPASMS, INFANTILE WL470
Limb, artificial see ARTIFICIAL LIMBS WE136
Limb cramp see MUSCLE CRAMP WE310

Limb deformities, congenital WE600
Limb, lower see LOWER EXTREMITY WE715
Limb, phantom see PHANTOM LIMB WL815
Limb prosthesis see ARTIFICIAL LIMBS WE136
Limb, upper see UPPER EXTREMITY WE602

Limbic system WL132
Limbs see EXTREMITIES WE600-900

Limbus corneae WW330
See related CORNEA

Linac radiosurgery see RADIOSURGERY WL630
Linear accelerators see PARTICLE ACCELERATORS WN342
Linear skull fractures see SKULL FRACTURES WE403
Linear tomography see TOMOGRAPHY

Linen see BEDDING AND LINENS WX538

Linguistics P
Linkage (genetics) see GENETIC LINKAGE QU500
Linkage mapping see CHROMOSOME MAPPING QU450

Lip WI200
See related MOUTH

Lip, cleft see CLEFT LIP WV440
Lip piercing see BODY PIERCING WR620

Lip-reading WV591
See related DEAFNESS

Lipase QU136

Lipectomy W0280
See related BARIATRIC SURGERY; COSMETIC TECHNIQUES; GASTROPLASTY; OBESITY
LIPID METABOLISM DISORDERS  WD258
See related LIPODYSTROPHY; HYPERLIPIDAEMIAS

LIPID METABOLISM, INBORN ERRORS  WD280
See related METABOLISM, INBORN ERRORS

LIPIDS  QU85
In blood  QY465
In metabolic disorders  WD280
See related DIETARY FATS; FATS; HYPERLIPIDAEMIAS

LIPODYSTROPHY  WD294
See related LIPO METABOLISM DISORDERS

Lipolysis, suction see LIPECTOMY  WO280

LIPOMATOSIS  WD294
See related ADIPOSIS DOLOROSA

Lipoplasty see LIPECTOMY  WO280

LIPOPROTEINS  QU85
Liposomal doxorubicin see DOXORUBICIN  QV269
Liposuction see LIPECTOMY  WO280

LIPOTROPIC AGENTS  QU87
Lipotropic drugs see LIOTROPIC AGENTS  QU87
Lipotropic factors see LIOTROPIC AGENTS  QU87
Liquid chromatography see CHROMATOGRAPHY, LIQUID  QD4
List size see PRACTICE MANAGEMENT, MEDICAL  WA128
Lists, waiting see WAITING LISTS

LISTERIOSIS  WC200
Food poisoning  WC268

Literacy see EDUCATIONAL STATUS  L47
Literacy programmes see EDUCATION  L47

LITERATURE  P
Related to psychiatry  WM49
See related HUMANITIES; MEDICINE IN LITERATURE

LITERATURE, MODERN  P

Literature searching see INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL  Z350

LITHIUM  QV77
See related METALS, ALKALI; LITHIUM COMPOUNDS

LITHIUM COMPOUNDS  QV77/WM402
LITHOTRIPSY

See related CALCULI; HIGH-ENERGY SHOCK WAVES

Litigation see JURISPRUDENCE

Little’s disease see CEREBRAL PALSY

LIVE BIRTH

See related INFANT, NEWBORN; NEONATOLOGY; PREGNANCY; PREGNANCY OUTCOME

Live-birth pregnancy rate see PREGNANCY RATE

LIVER

Injuries

LIVER ABSCESS

Liver cancer see LIVER NEOPLASMS

LIVER CIRCULATION

See related PORTAL SYSTEM

LIVER CIRRHOSIS

LIVER CIRRHOSIS, ALCOHOLIC

See related ALCOHOL-INDUCED DISORDERS

LIVER CIRRHOSIS, BILIARY

Liver cirrhosis, obstructive see LIVER CIRRHOSIS, BILIARY

LIVER DISEASES

Injuries

See related HEPATITIS; LIVER FAILURE

LIVER DISEASES, ALCOHOLIC

See related LIVER CIRRHOSIS, ALCOHOLIC

LIVER DISEASES, PARASITIC

Liver dysfunction see LIVER DISEASES

LIVER EXTRACTS

QV184

LIVER FAILURE

QY140

See related DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES, DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

Liver injuries see LIVER / injuries

LIVER NEOPLASMS

Liver steatosis see FATTY LIVER

WJ166

J9

WL440-56

WQ300

WQ16

WI700-40

WI714

WI730

WI735

WI702

WI725

WI725/WM274.2

WI750

WI750

WI712

WI714

WI712/WM74.2

WI712

QV184

WI715

WI715

WI715

WI725

QY140

WI714

WI735

WI740
Liver tests see DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES, DIGESTIVE SYSTEM QY140

LIVER TRANSPLANTATION WI770

Livestock see ANIMALS, DOMESTIC QM30

Living arrangements see RESIDENCE CHARACTERISTICS HA130

LIVING DONORS WO305/QS523

Living space see ENVIRONMENT DESIGN; HOUSING QT230

Living standards see SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS HM220

LIVING WILLS WA260
See related ADVANCE DIRECTIVES; EUTHANASIA, ACTIVE, VOLUNTARY; RIGHT TO DIE

Livor mortis see POSTMORTEM CHANGES QZ35

LLL see LASER THERAPY, LOW-LEVEL (WB365)

Load bearing see WEIGHT-BEARING

Loans, interlibrary see INTERLIBRARY LOANS Z188

Loans, student see TRAINING SUPPORT L55

Lobar pneumonia see PNEUMONIA WF190

LOBBYING HV160

Lobotomy see PSYCHOSURGERY WL640

Lobstein disease see OSTEOGENESIS IMPERFECTA WE230

Local anaesthetics see ANAESTHETICS, LOCAL WO110-13

Local anti-infective agents see ANTI-INFECTIVE AGENTS, LOCAL QV220-39

LOCAL AREA NETWORKS QA310

Local Education and Training Boards (LETB) see HEALTH MANPOWER WX162

LOCAL GOVERNMENT JF4 HV106
Provision of social services

Local immunity see IMMUNITY, NATURAL QW541

Local neoplasm recurrence see NEOPLASM RECURRENCE, LOCAL QZ210

Local pay bargaining see COLLECTIVE BARGAINING WX450

LOCATION DIRECTORIES AND SIGNS
In libraries Z227

Locked-in syndrome see QUADRIPLEGIA WL284

Lockjaw see TRISMUS WC368
LOCOMOTION
See related DEPENDENT AMBULATION; GAIT; RUNNING; SWIMMING; WALKING

Locomotor activity see MOTOR ACTIVITY

Locums see PERSONNEL STAFFING AND SCHEDULING

Locus of control see INTERNAL-EXTERNAL CONTROL

Lodgings see HOUSING

Lodine see ETODOLAC

LOFEPRAMINE

Logagnosia see APHASIA

Logamnesia see APHASIA

Logasthenia see APHASIA

LOGIC

In childhood

Logic, fuzzy see FUZZY LOGIC

Logistics see ORGANISATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Logotherapy see PSYCHOTHERAPY

LONDON

G

LONELINESS
See related EMOTIONS

Long-acting insulin see INSULIN, LONG-ACTING

Long sleeper syndrome see SLEEP DISORDERS

LONG TERM CARE

In psychiatry

Long-term care insurance see INSURANCE, LONG-TERM CARE

Long-term survivors see SURVIVORS

LONGEVITY
See related LIFE EXPECTANCY; AGED

LONGITUDINAL STUDIES
See related COHORT STUDIES

Longitudinal surveys see LONGITUDINAL STUDIES

Loop ileostomy see ILEOSTOMY

Loops, induction see HEARING AIDS

LORDOSIS

WE60

WE60

WA142

WLM310

HV925

QV95

QV77

WL758

WL758

WL758

WLM450

WS208

QA

WM420-585

G

WLM225

WK820

WL724

WB613

WM55

WX860

WT104

W115

W115

WI512

WV 594

WE480
Lorr's inpatient multidimensional psychiatric rating scale see PSYCHIATRIC STATUS RATING SCALES WM145

Loss see GRIEF WLM220
Lou Gehrig's disease see AMYOTROPHIC LATERAL SCLEROSIS WL310
Loudness perception disturbances see HYPERACUSIS WV575
Loudness recruitment see HYPERACUSIS WV575
Louis-Bar syndrome see ATAXIA TELANGIECTASIA WL310

LOVE
See related EMOTIONS WLM250

Lovenox see ENOXOPARIN QV193

LOW BACK PAIN
See related BACK PAIN; LUMBOSACRAL REGION; SCIATICA WE458-9
Low birth weight see INFANT, LOW BIRTH WEIGHT WS814
Low blood pressure see HYPOTENSION WG340
Low cardiac output see CARDIAC OUTPUT, LOW WG210
Low fertility population see POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
Low-income population see POVERTY HM222
Low-level laser therapy see LASER THERAPY, LOW-LEVEL (WB365)
Low-salt diet see DIET, SODIUM-RESTRICTED WD115
Low vision see VISION, LOW WW430

LOWER EXTREMITY
WE715

LOWER GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
See related ILEUM; INTESTINE, LARGE; JEJUNUM WI510-60
Lower limb see LOWER EXTEMITY WE715
Lower motor neuron disease see MOTOR NEURON DISEASE WL570/WE403
Lower motor neuron facial palsy see FACIAL PARALYSIS WL570/WE415
LSD see LYSERGIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE WM297
Lumbago see LOW BACK PAIN WE548
Lumbar manipulation see MANIPULATION, SPINAL WE548
Lumbar puncture see SPINAL PUNCTURE
Lumbar region see LUMBOSACRAL REGION WE460
LUMBAR VERTEBRAE
WE460
LUMBOSACRAL PLEXUS

LUMBOSACRAL REGION
- Diseases
- Injuries
- Neoplasms
- Surgery

See related LOW BACK PAIN

Lumpectomy see MASTECTOMY, SEGMENTAL

LUNG
- Immunology
- Irritants
- Surgery

See related PULMONARY CIRCULATION; RESPIRATION

LUNG ABSCESS

Lung cancer see LUNG NEOPLASMS

Lung capacities see LUNG VOLUME MEASUREMENTS

LUNG DISEASES
- Occupational

See related CYSTIC FIBROSIS; PNEUMONIA; PULMONARY HEART DISEASE

LUNG DISEASES, FUNGAL

LUNG DISEASES, INTERSTITIAL

See related PNEUMOCONIOSIS

LUNG DISEASES, OBSTRUCTIVE

See related AIRWAY OBSTRUCTION; ASTHMA; BRONCHITIS

Lung function tests see RESPIRATORY FUNCTION TESTS

Lung inflammation see PNEUMONIA

LUNG NEOPLASMS

See related CARCINOMA, SMALL CELL

Lung sounds see RESPIRATORY SOUNDS

LUNG TRANSPLANTATION

See related HEART-LUNG TRANSPLANTATION

LUNG VOLUME MEASUREMENTS
- General diagnostic techniques

Lung volume reduction see PNEUMONECTOMY

LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS, DISCOID

LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS, SYSTEMIC

LUPUS NEPHRITIS

LUPUS VASCULITIS, CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
LUTEAL PHASE
See related MENSTRUAL CYCLE
Luteinising hormone, inappropriate secretion see HYPERPITUITARISM

LYASES
Lying see DECEPTION and LIE DETECTION
Lyme arthritis see LYME DISEASE
Lyme borreliosis see LYME DISEASE
LYME DISEASE
Lymph node dissection see LYMPH NODE EXCISION
LYMPH NODE EXCISION
LYMPH NODES
See related LYMPHOGRAPHY
Lymphadenectomy see LYMPH NODE EXCISION
Lymphadenopathy see LYMPHATIC DISEASES
Lymphadenopathy associated antibodies see HIV ANTIBODIES
Lymphadenopathy syndrome see AIDS-RELATED COMPLEX
Lymphadenopathy-associated virus see HIV
LYMPHATIC ABNORMALITIES
LYMPHATIC DISEASES
See related HAEMIC AND LYMPHATIC DISEASES; LEUKAEMIA, LYMPHOID; LYMPHOMA
LYMPHATIC SYSTEM
See related LYMPHOGRAPHY
Lymphoblastic leukaemia see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA
Lymphoblastic leukaemia, acute see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA
Lymphoblastic leukaemia, chronic see LEUKAEMIA, LYMPHOCYTIC, CHRONIC, B-CELL
Lymphoblastic lymphoma see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA
Lymphocytapheresis see LEUKAPHERESIS
Lymphocyte immunophenotyping see IMMUNOPHENOTYPING
LYMPHOCYTE SPECIFIC PROTEIN TYROSINE KINASE P56(LCK)
Lymphocyte subtyping see IMMUNOPHENOTYPING
LYMPHOCYTES
Lymphocytic leukaemia, acute see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA WH250
Lymphocytic leukaemia, chronic see LEUKAEMIA, LYMPHOCYTIC, CHRONIC,B-CELL WH250
Lymphocytopheresis see LEUKAPHERESIS WB370
LYMFOEDEMA WH500
Lymphogranuloma, malignant see HODGKIN DISEASE WH530
LYMPHOGRAPHY See related LYMPH NODES; LYMPHATIC SYSTEM WH141
Lymphoid cells see LYMPHOCYTES WH200
Lymphoid leukaemia see LEUKAEMIA, LYMPHOID WH250
LYMPHOID TISSUE WH500
LYMPHOMA Morphology See related HODGKIN DISEASE; LYMPHATIC DISEASES WH525 QZ350
LYMPHOMA, B-CELL WH525
Lymphoma, diffuse see LYMPHOMA, NON-HODGKIN WH525
LYMPHOMA, FOLLICULAR WH525
Lymphoma, giant follicular see LYMPHOMA, FOLLICULAR WH525
Lymphoma, high-grade see LYMPHOMA, NON-HODGKIN WH525
LYMPHOMA, LARGE B-CELL, DIFFUSE WH525
Lymphoma, large-cell see LYMPHOMA, LARGE B-CELL, DIFFUSE WH525
Lymphoma large-cell follicular see LYMPHOMA, FOLLICULAR WH525
Lymphoma, low-grade see LYMPHOMA, NON-HODGKIN WH525
Lymphoma, lymphoblastic see PRECURSOR CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKAEMIA-LYMPHOMA WH250
Lymphoma, mixed-cell see LYMPHOMA, NON-HODGKIN WH525
Lymphoma, mixed-cell, diffuse see LYMPHOMA, NON-HODGKIN WH525
Lymphoma, mixed-cell, follicular see LYMPHOMA, FOLLICULAR WH525
Lymphoma, nodular see LYMPHOMA, FOLLICULAR WH525
LYMPHOMA, NON-HODGKIN WH525
LYMPHOMA, T-CELL WH525
Lymphoma, undifferentiated see LYMPHOMA, NON-HODGKIN WH525
Lymphopheresis see LEUKAPHERESIS WB370
LYMPHOPROLIFERATIVE DISORDERS

See related GRANULOMA; INFECTIOUS MONONUCLEOSIS; LEUKAEMIA, HAIRY CELL;
LEUKAEMIA, LYMPHOID; LYMPHOMA; SARCOIDOSIS

Lyogen see FLUPHENAZINE

LYSERIC ACID DIETHYLAMIDE

Lysis see BACTERIOLYSIS